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REVIEW OP LOWER HYBRID WAVE HEATING AMD CURRENT DRIVE 
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Interaction of Lower Hybrid waves aod plasmas is a very versatile method which has proven 
to be effective in a large range of applications : 

. Bulk ion heating 

. Bulk electron heating 

. Hon inductive current drive 

Slow waves launched into a plasma at a frequency close to the Lower Hybrid frequency : 

"LH • wpl / 0 • < W 'wee1' h 

have to be launched with a parallel wave index whose value stays above an accessible Index 
(Stix, 1962). Then, L.K. waves will propagate along resonance cones so that their perpendi
cular wave index increases by a large factor and eventually find a mode conversion layer 
where the wave is converted into ion Bernstein waves. During this propagation, L.K. waves 
can be dasptd via kinetic resonance ; i.e. Landau damping, resulting either in a creation 
of an energetic ion tail or an energetic electron tail or both. 

If the ratio between the mean velocity of HF induced fast particles and the theraal velocity 
of the bulk population is relatively small (Vj_/vti or v///v c c - 3), effective bulk ion hea
ting or bulk electron heating can occur via collisional transfer. If the above ratio is too 
large, fast ions, which have mainly a perpendicular energy, are poorly confined. Moreover 
they can be harmful for the discharge {impurities, e t c . ) since they are lost on the walls. 
In contrast, HF induced fast electrons gain essentially a parallel momentum from the wave. 
If unidirectional waves are launched, the dissymetry in electron distribution result in the 
obtention of an effective non inductive current. 

The main impetus of application of L.B. waves was initially directed towards bulk ion hea
ting. Since effective ion heating has only been obtained in a small number of experiments, 
research along this line is slow down with the notable exception of JT-60. 

Bulk electron heating has been found to be very effective, specially on high magnetic field, 
high density «kanaka. (This heating has been consequently choosen for FT-U). 

The main bulk of research is presently concentrated on current drive experiments since che 
1982 A.I.E.A. Conference in Baltimore where impressive data were reported. Incentive for 
that was to obtain seesdy-seace, or quasi steady-stats, tokaaak operation. Such an appli
cation will be one of the sain progrann of Tore-Supra. For such studies, che main concern 
is che current drive efficiency. Many scenarii have been extensively studied : 

- HF drive of the total current 

- start-up of the plasma current 

- rasp-up of the plasaa current and transformer recharging at low plasma 
densities. 
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Only recently, experimental effort has been devoted to the study of the confinement proper
ties of L.H. current drive discharges as compered Co OH tokaaak discharges. Dramatic effects 
on the q - 1 MHD relaxations have been reported as well as a decoupling between current 
profile and electron temperature profile. Effort is being made along this line in order to 
eventually improve the confinement properties of large tokamaks such as JET. 

Wave launching in the L.H. frequency range is achieved by a phased array ofi waveguides, the 
"grill". Transmitted power is now in the Megawatt range and a good theoretical understan
ding of Che coupling properties is obtained as discussed in a review of L.H. launchers 
(Gormezaaa, 1985). It is Co be noted that the Cirsc direct quantacive measurements of the 
launched wave spectrum for a 4 waveguide grill in Alcator-C using COi scattering techniques 
has recently be reported by Vatterson en al (I985) in agreement with the computed spectrum. 

1. BULK ION HEATING 

For L.H. ioa heating expérimenta, the frequency is such that the made conversion layer is 
near the plasma center, With cagnetic field of a few tesla and densities of a few 10 l jcaf ' 
the corresponding frequency is around 1 GHz. For a wave parallel spectrum peaked ac S//2 4, 
the perpendicular wave index can reach values of a few hundred at the wave, conversion. 

A common feature in all the experiments where the above conditions are fulfilled is the 
observation of a strong fast ion tail which can be used as a tool for getting information 
on the wave spectrum interacting with the ions (Gormezano et al, 1981). In some cases» 
significative bulk ion heating was consequently observed (?orkolab, 1985 and ref. therein) : 
JFT-2» WEGA, PETULA-B. Episodic heating was observed in other experiments such as PLT and 
VERSATOR while no bulk ion heating at all was reported from ALCATOR-C and FT or a small 
amount as from ASDEX. 

In PETULA-B (B * 2.7 T, f • 1.3 GHz, D?), the conversion layer is located close to the 
plasma center for densities in excess of 5.10 1 1 en-1(Gormezano ec al, 1983). A typical ion 
temperature rise is shown as a function of time in Fig. 1, the ion heating being roughly 
proportional to the HF power. Ion temperature profiles are determined from Doppler broade
ning of impurity lines allowing an energy balance of the plasma to be determined. For an 
injected power of 700 kW, 25 X were found to be absorbed by .the thermal ions. Uncoofined 
fast ions impinging on the wall induce a large amount of metallic impurities and then 
double the power radiated by the plasma. Thus, 100 kW have to be coupled to the electron 
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population in order to keep the electron temperature at its initial value as observed. The 
global energy confinement time ic found to deteriorate from 11 ma to 4 ma, when P̂ f - 3 PQH» 
in agreement with a Kaye-Goldston scaling law (Hoang et al, 1985). 

As shown in Fig. 2, it is observed that the beating efficiency is maximized for a power 
spectrum which peaks near H// s 5. Moreover, effective ion heating is only obtained fer a 
narrow density window, in contradiction with theoretical expectations from the dispersion 
relation. If at low densities, the S^ build up do not allow Vjjv^i to reaeh the required 
values, good collision*! ion heating was still expected for densities up to 10l!* cm"1» It 
is to be noted that obtention of significative ion heating data in PETULA requires a large 
number of plasoa shoes whith HP (- 400) and a carefull adjustment of the grill in front of 
the plasma. In fact, it was observed that for high N/y values of the power spectrum and for 
high densities» the wave do not penetrate into the central part, of the plasma. Fast ions 
are consequently produced at the plasma periphery. 

Ic is thought that wave scattering by density fluctuations at the plasm* periphery may limit 
the wave propagation (Andrews and Perkins, 1983). Recently it has been suggested by Canobbio 
and Croci (1964) that ponderomotive effects increase the index of the wave, thus limiting 
the propagation. Such plasma effects in the outer part of the discharge are machine depen
dent and may explain the differences between various experiments. 

A detailed analysis of the fast ion tails produced in ASDEX (B - 2.2 T, f • 1.3 GHz) indi
cate. ;hat they were mainly produced at r/a = O.S as shown in Fig, 3 (Ryter et al, 1985). 
Consequently no bulk ion heating was produced although a ratio Vj_/vti of 3.S was expected 
from dispersion relation at plasma densities above 4.10 1 1 esT1 for a vave oerallel spectrum 
centered at N// - 4. 

But, in an intermediate density regice (Sôeldner et al, 1985), appreciable ion heating was 
observed .peaking at 3 e • 3.10" ca-

3 with ATi - 150 eV (N// - 4) or ÛTi - 100 eV (N// • 3) 
for Pu.F " i 0 ° kW.As shown in Fig. 4, the perpendicular flux of fast ions which starts at 
n« - 2.101' cm"1 La continuously growing. Remarkably, a simultaneous rise in the electron 
temperature is observed. It is not clear if the observed ion heating results from collisio-
nal damping of fast ions which can be produced close to Che plasma center or from colli
sions from heated electrons. 
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2. BULK ELECTRON HEATING 

Waves vich sufficiently large values of N// say experience Landau damping even if cheir 
frequency ii much higher Chan Che L.H. frequency, The condition for "parallel" Landau dam
ping is that "Vk// j 3 v t e where v c e - (2 Te/me) '4 . Quasi-liaear effects vill modify this 
result, the tail of the electron distribution function being flattened so that interaction 
can occur for v// a 2.4 v c e or in practical units : H// > 7 T e " '^(JCeV). A large electron 
tail can then be created. Power absorbed by the electron tail may be transferee to the bulk 
plasma by collisions if th« radial confinement time of fast electron energy is long compa
red to the collisional sieving down cime of electrons. 

For effective electron heating, use of frequencies much larger Chan the L.H. frequency is 
in fact beneficial> This avoid that the conversion layer be in the plasma and moreover it 
avoid an increase of the perpendicular vave index so that parametric instabilities Day take 
out the wave energy (Porkolah, 1977). 

Electron heating is generally observed in all takamaks either as a byproduct of current 
drive experiments, i.e. with unidirectional waves, or in direct electron heating of ohmi-
cally oaiacained discharges. The latter case will be discussed in chis sub-section. 

If the density range is such Chat parametric decay waves and KF induced fast ions are impor
tant, electron heating is very ineffective. This was observed in PETULA-B (Gonnazano et al, 
1985) where the central value of the wave spectrum was peaking to N// = 9 corresponding to 
bulk electron heating for 0.6 < Te < 1 KeV. In fact, no heating was observed for densities 
below 5.10 1 1 cm"' for which the made conversion layer was not located into the plasma. It 
was concluded that waves with high H// cannot penetrate far into the plasma. Bulk electron 
heating : oTe • 200 eV for PgF • 200 ktf was only observed at low densities : ne»t-,2 10 1 1cm" ï 

were parametric decay waves and HF induced fast ions war* négligeable. 

Large electron heating is observed in ASDEX : aTe * 500 eV; 5^ - 10 l !cm~ 3, Pfcf - 600 kU. 
Higher increase of Te was obtained for $// » 2 as compared to S// - 4. ECE eaiasion remains 
thermal indicating that HF resonant electrons were not very energetic. Electron heating was 
found to be acre effective in Di than in H z discharges as expected frcca the density transi
tion becveen preferential coupling on ions or on electrons (Wegroue and Tonon, 1962). But, 
electron heating via direct Landau damping wouLd require a large N// upshift. 

In high oagnetic field devices, the electron-ion transition occurs at a much higher density 
for which higher collision rate transfer is obtained. The resulting bulk electron heating 
is very effective as shown in ALCATÛR-C and in FT. 
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^volution of the central temperature observed in ALCATOR-C (3 • 9T, f • 4.6 GHz» PHF - 1M0 
versus density is reported in Fig. 3. Heating has been found to be dependent upon the 
nature of the Limiter aacerial, Che best conditions being obtained with Silicon carbide: 
coated carbon limitera, the use of other materials results in a prohibitive increase of 
aietallie impurities leading to a plasma disruption. Use of Molybdenum liaitera was only 
possible with carbon coated walls. 

Corespondingly.the ion temperature rise from 1 KeV up to 1.8 XeV. But, since Zeff rise up 
to 4.5, 40 Z of the ion heating was attributed to a reduction of the total number of ions. 
More recently with carbon coated wall (Porkolab, 1935) a much lower increase of Zeff was 
obtained and the following data were obtained (B • 5.5 T, Ip • 250 kA) : 

3g - 1.3 I0;~ cm - 3 ? H F • 700 KH ûl e • 500 aV ATi - 250 eV Zeff < 2 

Large electron tails were observed for densities up Co 2.4 10l" ca~J(Dj plasmas), nt/cie 
being of che order of 10~3. At higher densities, ion tail and strong parametric phenomena 
appear, while che electron tail and bulk electron heating disappear. 

A* shown in Fig, 6, confinement energy follows a L-cype scaling law. In contrast, effective 
electron heating has been obtained in FT without deterioration of che confinement time 
(S • BT, f * 3.45 GHz). Electron and ion radial profiles are given in Fig. 7 for 
n e - 4.10

1 1 co-Jand Ppj- - 250 KW (Alladio et al, 1985). 

In order co be explained . electron heating in FT and in ALCATOR-C as well as in ASDEX 
need an N// upshift. It is claimed that such an upshift can be produced via toroidal 
reflection fora the edge plasma (Bcnoli, 1984). 

3. LOWER HYBRID CURRENT DRIVE 

Currant drive effectiveness is a balance between eff.-ts due to collisions which tend to 
drive the electrons to thermal equilibrium and effects due to injected waves which tend to 
produce the asymmetry chat is necessary for current driva. One dimensional solutions of 
Fokker-Planck equation (Fisch, 1978) have been extended co 2D numerical solutions inclu
ding moat of the physics, such as relativistic effects, involved in the process (Karney 
and Fiseh, 1985) from which the theoretical estimate is shown in Fig. a where norma
lized efficiencies for n e • 10

1* cm"1, R * I m, Zeff - 1 are plotted against v///c. The 
parameter 8 which is Te/me1 indicate* che effect of bulk electron temperature which results 
of resonant electrons dragging on thermal electrons. The overall drag of resonant electrons 
is via collisions between bulk electrons and background ions. When the thermal electrons 
are slow, their directed momentum is quickly randomised with ions. When they are fast, ehey 
can contribute ro tha HF current, this effect becomes significative when the bulk electron 
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Ceoperacure i s higher than S KeV. An approximate s o l u t i o n f o r 7e - C) i s che fo l lowing : 

n " f f • ! 0 - 8 - s d î r • <S7pT • » <>M> " 0 " =»-=• - . * • « ) 

< S// > being Che average wave parallel index : 

<v t>
2 • c/<N//>! - c a <N//"Z - H//* 1)/ 21og <S// / s 7 / ) 

where v and H//a correspond to che phase velocities of the, plateau in the electron distri
bution :- -tion. gCPup) t s e n * ratio between che HT power absorbed by the resonant electrons 
and the .-." power launched into the torus. The ratio fcl/P is plotted against density in 
Fig. 9, from experimental data obtained in a large range ;f plasma densities, magnetic 
fields and frequencies for conditions such chat che OH cunent was totally replaced by che 
KF current and for a density well below the density transition. The straight line corres
ponds to if • 1 which is a value in good agreement with theoretical estimate by assuming 
Zeff • 3, <N//>-2.2 and 50 3 of the HF power being absorbed by che resonant electrons. 

A more deeailed analysis of che experimental data from PETULA-B, PUT and ALCATOR-C has shown 
a good agreement with theoretical estimates (Tonon, 1984) as well as in Asdex (Leuterer et 
al, 1985) as shown in Fig. 10 for launched power up to 1 MM. 

One of the main parameter for computing n is then the value of the parallel wave spectrum 
interacting with che electrons. Hay tracing calculations show an upshift or a downshift of 
the wave spectrum as compared to the launched spectrum* depending upon the location of che 
grill in che poloidal seetion of the plasma. Ic is .lso debated if the wave is damped in a 
single pass or in a multiple pass process, the wave being reflected in the low density 
region of the plasma with a change in che N// spectrum. Such mechanise allows ehe ALCATOR-C 
data to be explained (Bonoli, 1984). But in PLT, it is concluded Oernabei, 1986) that the 
wave is aingi. pass absorbed by comparing cop and side launch. Non-linear effects such as 
ponderomocive forces or self-focusing of the rays (Sancini, 1985) can also change the 
parallel wave spectrum into the plasma. 

3.5 Direct measurcmenç^gf^the^CT,current 

Besides macroscopic data such as the slope of che plasma current, the loop voltage, etc..., 
the HF current characteristics can be determined via response functions of the plasma in 
presence of a fast electron tail. In this way, informations on the width of the plateau in 
che electron distribution function as well as on the transport in driven plasmas <Fisch, 
I9S6) can be obtained. Basic response functions are Che electron cyclotron emission and 
X-ray emission. Analysis of ECE «mission in PETULA-B (Girard et al, 1986) has shown chat 
such a signal can be taken as representative at the HF plasma current. Saturation in the 
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HF absorbed power is discussed. 

Stevens ec al (1985) have measured the breams trah lung émission produced by the election 
tail in PLT at various angles of observation and compared their energy dependence with sooe 
reasonable model distribution as shown in Fig. tt. These data have been found Co be in 
good agreement with an asymptotic analytical solution for the electron distribution func
tion (Fiseh and Barney, 1965). 

3.3 çsssiH-iisis 
As discussed above, there is a density transition above which the fast electron tail and 
current drive effects disappear. This density, as estimated in different experiments from 
the appearance of parametric decay waves and fast ion tails, is plotted against frequency 
in Fig. 12. It is to be noted that this density corresponds roughly Co u • 2 WLH* Xt vas 
suggested that Che onset of parametric decay waves can cause this transition by inducing 
Ease ions at the plasma periphery. It is now generally thought that this density can be 
obtained by equating Che HF power coupled to the electrons and the SF power coupled to the 
electrons as suggested by Wegrowe and Tonon (1982). The fact that this density was not 
dependent upon the working gas in FT has been explained by a strong absorption by an H 
minority which was always present in the device (Alladio et al, 1984). 

When two different frequencies have been used on a single experiment ; VERSATOR, 
PLT i 0.8 and 2.45 GHz, PETULA-8 : 1.3 and 3.7 GHz, the available HF power at the highest 
frequency was insufficient to obtain a zero loop voltage at densities close to the expec
ted density limit* By comparing the densities for which there is an onset of parametric 
decay waves* an increase by a factor of 6 to 8 of the density limit is tentatively deduced 
in PETULA-B (fiormezano at al, 1986). 

3' 4 £S££S2_££S!i5S5£2£ 
Confinement of LRCD sustained plasmas is generally estimated by assuming that the input 
power is the addition of the total injected HF power plus an eventual residual ohmic power. 
Power dependence of the global energy confinement time in PETULA-B is shown in Fig. 13. 
Tg exhibits an optimum value which corresponds in fact to a minimum in the total injected 
power* Energy confinement is found to scale as (Phf + Poti)"""'* i.e. as for a L-cype 
scaling law. A similar dependence is observed in ALCATOR-C (Knowlton et al, 1985). Sut the 
main effect on Tg is the density as shown in Fig. 14 and 15. Improved confinement is only 
obtained ac low densities (fle - 1.2 10

1 1 cm" 1), tn fact confinement appears to be strongly 
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DC electric fieM can be present either «hen a residual amount of OH current is aaincained or 
during current rasp-up (or cransfonaer recharging). In the l?tter case, a reversed DC elec
tric field is created. The total current may be written as : 

-"p * -*oh * -"hf * o*i* * t"f*E*' * ••• 
where J0[,»a3p.E is the OH current that results in che absence of HF power, J^f is che HF 
current in che absence of a DC electric field and "iE L<- iiio additional current that results 
when both HF power and DC E-field are present. This additional current is caused by the pro
duction of non-Mâxwellian tail electrons. It is found (Fiseh, 1985) that. \ 

Ci/Oâp - * to - 2 Ct • 2/(3 * Zi))(2i * 0.72) <J h l7e n v c e ) l*///vzii)
1 

Such an effect explains very well che increased current drive efficiencies chac are observed 
when a residual amount of OH power '.a maintained. 

3;& Currentjrang^jg 

The plasma current can be increased when sufficiently large value of HF power are injected. 
Large ramp-up rates (Ï » dlp/dt) are reported : 12C kA/sec in PIT, 250 lc/sec in ?ETuTA-S, 
330 kA/sec in ALCATOR-C and 400 kA/sec in PLT wich a residual aaount .1 OH current. A sore 
significant figure of eerie of the current ramp-up efficiency is giv=n by che r* :io : 
d/dt '(LIp*/2 - Pext)/Pjjf>Kwhere Pext is the power coupled from the vercical and OH coils. 
Efficiencies up to 25 % have been reported from PLT, while about 10 2 were obtained in 
ALCATOR-C, ASDEX and PETULA-B. 

A more detailed theoretical analysis of che PLT data has been made by (Carney et al (1985). 
Two dioensianless parameters are identified : Pel/Pin where P ei is che power flowing '-nto 
che poloidal field and Pin is the power absorbed by the resonant electrons, u • v,j /-. _ -̂  
being che runaway velocity del-Tied as v r

3- nq1 lnA/4TTE.zE a. If che electron is slow'as 
compared eo v r, the electron sl-vs down primarily because of collisions and so che HF 
energy goes Co bulk beating. If the electron is fast, the electron is slowed down by che 
E-field and HF energy is effectively coupled to che poloidal energy. But fist electrons 
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have a high probability of pitch-angle scattering into the reverse direction and co run away. 
There is a velocity window where electrons are slowed down by the E-Eieid with a low proba
bility of running away. Effective ramp-up is then only obcained when HF and plasma parameters 
are optimised. Fig. 16 shows the experimental data from PLI plotted in terns of ?el/Pin and 
u. Solid line corresponds co the best theoretical fit assuming 73 Z of tha HF power being 
absorbed by the electrons and a 1.4 S// upshift. 

Zt is to be noted chat ramp-up rated of 50 kA/sec are obtained when Electron Cyclotron Hea
ting LB applied on a L.H. sustained tokamak plasma as reported from JFT-2M (Hoshino et al, 
1983). 

When the plasma current is kept constant, the presence of HF driven current results in the 
reduction of the OH power input and the primary current rate of change i a n

 i a reduced. This 
is the usual possibility to use LHCD as(ûH flux saving as discussed by Van Hoctte et al 
(198S>. At sufficiently high HF power, ion iff reversed and an opposing DC E-field is created 
which prevents plasma current racp-up. In this way,the OH-transformer is recharged tnile 
maintaining the plasma. This mode of operation is proposed for a quasi-steady state cokanak 
operation, improved efficiency being obtained by naintaining the plasma density at a low 
value during the recharging stage. Theoretical considerations are similar than for the cur
rent rcop-up case. Optimisation may require to inject iapurities, such as neon, in order to 
inert.ose Zi and to minimize the OH counter-current. Transformer recharging hi a been shown 
in Aides (Lauterer et al, 1985) as indicated in Fig. 17 where i o n is pLotted against HF 
power. Saturation is explained by HF conductivity and these curves are well fitted by assu
ming : 7eff - 3, (v// / v c e )

2 - 300 and T e - 1 KeV. 

3 , ? £îSS£3iL!!2ï5rH£ 
Primary incentive for studying current start-up with LHCD is the possibility to eliminate 
completely the ohmic windings of the eokamak, leading to a cheaper and more compact reactor. 
On PIT (Chu et al, 1984) currents of about 100 k& were obtained in 2.5 sec. at n e =10

1 2cm - 3. 
At the start, phasing of the grill was such as to allow coupling to the vacuum to b* possi
ble. After a few msec phasing was adjusted for LHCD. Initial variation of the vertical field 
creates probably a seed of tail electrons so that a fast electron tail was built even 
starting from a very low temperature plasma with a poloidal efficiency of 5 Z. 
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3.S MHD behaviour 

When che OH current is totally, or partially replaced by LHCD, changea in the MHO behaviour 
are observed; change of the plasma inductance (li), of the m » 2 tearing mode activity, modi
fication of the sawtooth activity and eventually a supression of internal disruptions. 

The laat effect is the most dramatic and a large amount of experimental efforts of today's 
experiments are devoted co that point. If change of li is clearly due to a modification of 
the current profila, the cause of the suppression of sawteeth is still a natter of debate. 
Internal stabilization can be due either to the presence of a large suprachennal fast elec
tron population whieh prevents a disruptive growth of the a - 1 mode, or to a flattening of 
che cur*.ent profile such that the q • 1 surface is no longer located within the plasma. 

Plasma inductance is found to vary with the HF power, the grill phasing snd the d*nsicy (Van 
Houtte et al 1984), The plasma inductance can also be modified by a proper shaping of the 
N// spectrum. Direct measurement of the plasma inductance have been made in the ASDEX toka-
mak via lithium beam Zeeman spectroscopy (Mac Coraick et al, 1985). A flattening of che 
current profile was observed together with a peaking of che electron temperature indicating 
chat Che current profile is clearly not correlaced Co the bulk electron profile via Spiczer 
resistivity. 

The n * 2 tearing mode has been extensively studied in PETDLA-S. Feedback stabilization at 

f » - 1.3 GHz has resulted in mtJification of the node frequency (?arlange et al, 1986). 

Stabilization of sawteeth has been first reported in PETULA-B (Van Houtte et at, 1984) for 

n e • 10" ea"
J, I- • 150 kA with Phf • 100 kW at f - 1.3 GHz, Since that time,many experi

ments have shown a similar behaviour in a larger range of plasma parameters : 

. PLT <fie - 10
l a cm"1, l p - 300 kA, P„ f - ftOO kw, f - 2.45 GHz) 

. A5TEX <5 e - 10
l ï cm - 1, ï p - 260 kA, p,l£ - 600 kW, f - 1.3 GHz) 

. PETOU.-8 (Qf. » 6l0"cnf J, I p - 125 kA, P h f - 250 kW, f - 3.7 GHz) 

. ALCATOR-C (fie • 1.2 10 1" cm"1, I p - 260 kA, P^j - 700 kW, f - 4.6 GHz). 

Time dépendance of a soft X-ray signal in PETULA is shown in Fig. 18. Profile of the elec
tron temperature in ?LT during sawteeth stabilization is shown in Fig. 19 indicating a large 
increase of TeC*>. 
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Some cornnon features appear in the various experiments i 
. a complete replacement of the plasma current is not accessary. Figures ranging from 
*hf/Ip • O- 2 5 to 0.5 are given. 
. Increase of impurities is négligeable (PETULA) or at such a low level (AJ.CAT0R-C) that 
there is no direct relationship between impurity injection and sawteeth stabilization 
. Stabilization is only obtained for grill phasing such that unidirectional waves are laun
ched (ASDEX, ALCAIOK-C, PLT) thus generating nan inductive current. 
. At low power, the sawteeth frequency is significantly reduced, by a factor ranging from 
2 to 4. This reduction occurs imediatly, i.e. for the first sawtooth occuriag during the 
HF pulse. The decrease of frequency is observed to be a fuactioa of the voltage drop (ASDEX) 
and of HF power (PETULA). 

But some other features appear to be different: 
' i e. i? observed in ASDEX Chat Che inductance of the plasma was decreased when sawteeth are 
stabilized. The subst-',:ienc flattening of the current profile results to an increase of q(0) 
above unity at about the eioa of disappearance of Che sawteeth. 
. In other experiments, the sawteeth inversion layer as deduced from ECG emission (PLT)» 
'.'jo soft X-rays (PETULA-B, ALCATOR-C) or from density fluctuations (PETULA-3) does not 
appear to change significantly its radial location for HF power slightly lover than requi
red for stabilization. Moreover, the m « 1 mode is still observed during stabilization of 
sawteeth (PLT, PETULA-B). These features may indicate that internal stabilization is obtai
ned via fast electrons in the q - I surface although the plasma inductance is not corres
pondingly estimated. 

Very few experimental scaling lavs are given. In ALCATOR-C, the required power is of the 
order of the OR power. In PETULA-B, this power depends upon the plasma current. In fact a 
direct relationship between the required MF power and the Location of the q - 1 zone can 
be observed. 

The oaly experiment where Jtabilization is made on an additionally heated plasms is ASDEX 
(1.33 HT of neutral bean injection at n 4 - 1.2 10

1 1 cm"*). It is very interesting to note 
that, in this case, there is an increase in che central electron temperature in th* non 
sawteeth period as coapared to che central electron temperature during the sawteeth period 
in the absence of LHCD. It ia therefore claimed that there is an increase of the central 
confinement after stabilization of the sawteeth. 



- I? -

The possibilities of internal muse stabilisation and eventually of improved confinement when 
pare of chi current is driven by Lower Hybrid waves appear promising for application to 
Large cokanaks. 
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